Production Discontinuation of MR-MC200 Series Position Board of Embedded Type Servo System Controller

Thank you for your continued patronage of the Mitsubishi Electric AC servo system. The MR-MC200 series has been on market for 11 years since its release, but we are having difficulty in obtaining its electronic components mainly. Therefore, we will discontinue the production of the following products as scheduled below.

1. **Target Model**
   - Note: Derived models of the above products are included.

2. **Transition to Made-to-Order Production**
   - August 31, 2024

3. **Production Discontinuation**
   - August 2025
   - Orders will be accepted through August 31, 2025.

4. **Repair Acceptance and Parts Supply**
   - August 2032
   - Repairs and parts orders will be accepted through August 31, 2032.

5. **Replacement Model**
   - MR-MC341 is available as an alternative to the MR-MC200 series. Please consider replacing the MR-MC200 series with MR-MC341. The replacement model differs in specifications from the discontinued models. Contact the distributor or your local Mitsubishi Electric sales office for details.